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Bottleneck meaning in performance testing

By Loyd Case on September 19, 2005 at 1:58 this site can earn affiliate commissions from the links on this page. Conditions. A benchmarking hierarchyAccurately assessing PC performance is not an easy task. First of all, you have to ask yourself, what do you mean by accurate. That's not a trick
question. You run a series of tests that provide you with accurate, repeatable, and verifiable results. But if they don't somehow give you an indication of real world performance, those numbers are pretty meaningless. As I see it, benchmarking falls into a specific hierarchy: Low-level, subsystem synthetic
tests that tests a narrow, specific functionality of an item of hardware. An example of this is the WinBench 99 access time test, which gives you a number that represents the average access time of a head moving on a hard drive. Low-level artificial grass testing, subsystem with a larger measuring range.
FutureMark's PCMark CPU test would be an example of this. System level, synthetic benchmarks, which focus on one performance arena, but which can be influenced by other aspects. 3DMark05 is a good example of this. It claims to test graphics performance on current generation graphics cards, but
the results will vary depending on memory and CPU. Single-application, synthetic benchmark. These tests use real applications, but are heavily scripted. They try to represent real world use models, but it's debatable whether they actually do. The SPECapc 3ds Max test we use is one of them. Their reach
is narrow, and they are especially useful for users of those specific applications. Multiple application, synthetic benchmark. As with the previous item, these benchmarks try to display real usage models, but in a more complex, holistic way. They use multiple applications, but run using scripts that try to
represent how real users can communicate with a system. SYSmark 2004SE is a clear example of this. Because they try to cover such a wide range, they often generate a lot of discussion and argument about their true meaning and applicability. Appense-level benchmarks using real applications, under
predetermined conditions. Game timedemos do this, as do tests that measure software rendering or video coding times. Like a single application, synthetic tests, the results actually only apply to a narrow class of applications. Application-level testing that is tested under real world conditions, interactive.
Jason Cross's Real World Gaming Challenge feature handled this for PC gaming. None of these methodologies is perfect, but together they can accurately represent the performance of a particular component, whether it's CPU, memory, storage. Of course, testing in this way is very time consuming,
which is why we always re-evaluate our benchmark suite. Continued... What is Backend Testing and how to perform? Software applications are complex; there is more than what meets the eye. Most system testing efforts are via GUI. This is because testing if the software is 'fit for use' by the end user or
not. End users use GUI and so do we; therefore it is really important that software rates well in this area. But, software has a lot of other elements too that are not immediately visible or available to the user for direct interaction. It does not make these elements any less important and they too need to be
thoroughly tested. The combination of all these well-functioning elements makes a fully formed software application. We can combine everything we don't see directly as 'Back-end'. Some of the Backend Testing elements are: Depending on the type of application a back end may have different network
configurations, communication protocols, etc. But usually there are three elements. Now let's see what is involved in testing each of these components and how. Backend Database TestingSMost commonly when the term 'Back End Testing' is used, implies Database testing. The database is an important
element of any application. When the GUI and DB communicate seamlessly with each other, your application works well. If there are issues, you'll experience inconsistent results, security risks, and performance bottlenecks. Databases are usually validated for:ACID propertiesCRUD
operationsSchemaMigrationBusiness rule conformanceSecurityPerformanceAdvanced ETL and data warehouse maintaining systems will need tests run against them too. For more information about these test types, check out the following articles already on our site = &gt;In addition to the content in the
links above, the important aspect to repeat is that Database, ETL, and Data warehouse testing should have improved knowledge of the SQL. Many tools are often used by testers to communicate and validate DB behavior through queries. Let's look at a few categories of these Backend Database testing
tools:#1) Interfaces that allow you to connect and run your queries against the databases. Some of them have a GUI and some don't. I'm sure everyone's heard of this. It supports many DBs and platforms. It comes as both free and commercial versions. More information, resources and the free version
can be found at toadworldpHpMyAdmin: This is an excellent open source tool that lets you query and interact with your DB through a user interface. I have personally used this and my team loves how intuitive the tool is. We needed zero training to feel comfortable. I highly recommend this tool if you are
looking for a connection medium to your MySQL and MariaDB databases phpmyadminHeidiSQL: Very similar to pHpMyAdmin. It connects to MySQL, Microsoft SQL databases and PostgreSQL. Open source. More information can be found on hheidisqlThe list of tools is endless, but the above are some
of the most popular choices.#2) DB load and performance tools:HammerDB: It is an open source tool that many DB experts are responsible for. I personally haven't used it, but it supports a lot of databases. From the screenshots and the look of it, it looks like a one worth it. More details at
hammerdbSLOB: The Silly Little Oracle Benchmark tool helps you time and assess I/O style of DB transactions. It can help you understand CPU, memory, and processing times for bulk transactions on your system. More details on kevinclossonSwingbench: This is a very similar tool to HammerDB. This
works on Oracle DBs and is very effective. To understand the tool and features try this guide: dominicgilesAPI testingAPI is strictly speaking not the back end, but because we loosely group everything that is not visible to the end user as the back end, let's talk about this briefly as well. API stands for
Application Program Interface and this is actually where all programming logic is located. It doesn't have a user interface that is one of the biggest challenges when it comes to testing it. On the other hand, because APIs are generally created before the application's user interface is created, testing the API
usually means early tests. Messages and send/receive calls are used instead of direct sending and receiving input and output data. The most popular tool used for API testing is SOAPUI. All databases and applications themselves are installed on servers that keep these systems up and running. There
are a few tests that are running here:#1) Installation: Once the installation is complete, you go to the respective folders and make sure the files/elements have created to their target folders the way they had to. Now, if you're wondering 'how will I know where everything should go?' ask your development
or deployment teams and they can confirm this for you. This step may not be mandatory, but some companies use manual deployments. In that case, it could be an important smoke/common sense test step.#2) Logs: Logs are maintained for the status of each transaction in the servers. This gives us



insight into whether the end-to-end process has been a success. Sometimes the front end is sending valid data and the database can get updated right. What if this operation is throwing an exception, causing a memory leak, or causing some sort of a malfunction? It is the server side logs that will reveal
this information to you. It's not a rule, but generally most servers are UNIX-based systems. So in order to work them through easily, you need a way to connect to your server. PuTTy, without a doubt is the most popular choice to connect to your servers. Putty is an open source product and does not
require installation. All you have to do is download and use it. UNIX systems don't have a graphical user interface and that's what makes them perfect to be App and DB servers. They are safe, abstract, faster and cheaper. There are many flavors of UNIX and because of absence of GUI, we will have to
use commands to communicate with the server. We all have our go-to resources for UNIX commands and this one is mine: freeengineer #3) Server's performance and security: Like any other part of the software, the server has to safe and responsive. There are many tools available to monitor this and to
find one that works for you, check out this list: 30+ Most Popular Web Application Testing ToolsFinally,As you should have noticed, this article alone will not help you learn backend testing in its entirety. However, it points you to resources and referrals that will help you to control it. So, bookmark it for
reference! Also, for those of us who tend to think functional testing is all about GUI and Front end, this article should expose that it is not the case. Whether you're checking into the DB or checking in the log for the status of a transaction or sending a request message to a particular service, you validate the
program's suitability to be used. In other words, it's functionality. The 'where you test' and 'how you test' differ. Just as an application has to work from all sides to be successful, we testers need to understand and explore the many facets of a software system to declare it ready to be used. About the
author: This article was written by STH team member Swati S.It is your turn to share! Tell us how we did with this article. Is there another type of backend testing you do? What tools do you use? What techniques have you found useful? Are there any challenges? Your comments, questions, participation
and readers are dear to us! Us!
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